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MEMORANDUM: 
 
TO:  All Interested Parties 
   
FROM: Michael Blade 

Director, Multi-family Development 
   
DATE:  December 23, 2015 
 
SUBJECT: Questions on the Rental Assistance Demonstration (“RAD”) Set Aside for the 2016 competitive 

Low Income Housing Tax Credit (“LIHTC”) Allocation Round 
                
 
Tennessee Housing Development Agency (“THDA”) is happy to have a 30% set aside in its 2016 Qualified 
Allocation Plan, which we hope will allow Public Housing Authorities (“PHA”) across the state to access the 
competitive tax credits in a manner which will allow them to rehabilitate or replace decades old public housing 
units.  THDA is proud to be one of the very few states nationwide to set aside competitive credits for the RAD 
program, and we hope that it will be a well utilized and effective solution for PHA’s to update their units, while 
also allowing THDA to help some of the very lowest income residents in Tennessee. 
 
There have been some questions posed to THDA about this set aside program, and rather than try to answer those 
questions individually, THDA is issuing this memo to answer these very important questions for all potential 
participants in the set aside. 
 
Question 1 – In an application for the RAD set aside, can a PHA include units that are not RAD units?  For 
example, if a PHA has a Commitment to enter into a Housing Assistance Payment (“CHAP”) for 50 units, can 
the PHA submit an application for rehabilitation of those 50 units, plus the new construction of another 50 units? 
 
Answer – Yes.  Subject to the limitations of the other answers in this memorandum, a PHA can include non-RAD 
units in its initial application. 
 
Question 2 – How many RAD units must be included in the application for it to qualify for the RAD set aside? 
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Answer – As a preface to this answer, we would like to make sure that everyone understands that THDA wants 
to make this set aside as effective as possible at helping PHA’s update their portfolio’s for their residents; 
however, THDA will not allow PHA’s and their partners to take advantage of the set aside by including too few 
RAD units in their applications (for example, a PHA cannot submit an application with one RAD unit and 100 
non-RAD units).   
 
The 2016 QAP states as follows: 
 

“To be eligible for the RAD Set-Aside, an Initial Application must contain information 
satisfactory to THDA demonstrating that the development proposed in the Initial 
Application involves a qualified Public Housing Authority (“PHA”), and must also include 
the following: 
 
(i) A copy of the RAD Commitment to Enter into a Housing Assistance Payments Contract for the 
development proposed in the Initial Application; and 
 
(ii) A letter from the Executive Director of the identified PHA in the form of Attachment 27 
certifying that: (1) the development proposed in the Initial Application is identified in the PHA’s 
RAD Commitment to Enter into a Housing Assistance Payments Contract; (2) the housing units 
are an essential element of that Plan; and (3) the Tax Credits for the development proposed in 
the Initial Application are an essential component of the PHA’s RAD Program.” 

 
Staff will evaluate those letters and the proposed developments to make sure that the RAD units are an essential 
element of the Plan, and staff reserves the right to remove an application from the RAD set aside should the RAD 
units not be an essential element of the Plan.  This removal decision by staff will be appealable to the Tax Credit 
Committee during the May committee meeting. 
 
Again, to reiterate, you may include non-RAD LIHTC units in the initial competitive application as well as long 
as the RAD units are an essential element of the proposed development plan. 
 
There may be other questions that come up with respect to the RAD set aside, and we will try to answer those as 
they are asked. 
 
If you have any questions, please call Michael Blade at (615) 815-2029. 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. 


